Task 1
Apply the necesary pressure so that the 3 packages can reach a velocity of 3 meters per second. Use the
following data:
a) Piston Lenght 30cm
b) Friction = .2
c) Piston Area = 300 cm^2
d) Piston weight, always 1kg
What should be the pressure for all 3 packages?

On this Task we can change the pressures, friction coefficients, the area of the piston and the piston lenght
to ask students to make multiple calculations.

Task 2.
Now that you have learned how pneumatic pistons work consider the following problem. An X-ray scanner is being
used to scan different packages in the same DHL Facility. The scanner uses 3 pistons to move the packages in x, y
and z directions. The requirements for this problem are the following.
- The packages must reach a final velocity of 1.5m/s just after the pistons have stopped moving.
- At any time the package must not exceed a velocity of over 1.5m/s
Note: For the 3rd Piston to move the package, consider a friction coefficient of .5
The weight of all the components in the pneumatic system are the following:
- Piston weight, 1kg
- Cilinder weight 5kg
- Base weight 5kg
- Base Friction Coefficient .5
- Piston Diameter .4m
- Piston lenght .37m
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Task 3
This is the 3rd task of this Lab. You have been asigned to set the pressure of 4 different pistons in order to carry 7 kg
packages across 4 different conveyors. The following dragram shows you the dimensions of the conveyors and the
friction coefficients in each one of them.
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The packages must move through the conveyor and
you must make sure they reach the end of each
segment with a velocity of V=0bbb. Also, the sum of
the pressures applied to the pistons must not
surpass 100,000 N/m^2
After the package has stopped in each segment, the
next piston will be activated.
Walk closely in the simulator to have a better understand of the arrangement of the pistons.

Task 4
Follow the instructions and calculate the mass of all the weights indicated (copper, steel, titanium and aluminum)
Suppose all of them have a volume of 1 cubic decimeter, what’s the density of those materials?

